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Transition Matrix of a Markov Chain
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Leray, J., Schauder, J.(1934):
Topologie et equations fonctionelles.
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• The Leray-Schauder degree is an 
important topological tool introduced by 
Leray and Schauder in the study of 
nonlinear partial differential equations.
写像度の有用性（２）
• The nontriviality of the degree 
guarantees the existence of a fixed point 
of the compact mapping in the domain.
(Kronecker’s existence theorem)
写像度の有用性（３）
• It should be emphasized that the more 
precisely we know the degree the sharper 
we can estimate the number of fixed 
points. 
• This opens a door to the study of 
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写像度の導入（２）
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H e r e :
の の 場 合 ：正 則 値
写像度の導入（４）
写像度の計算例（１）
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• Krein and Rutman: Linear operators 
leaving invariant a cone in a Banach
space,  Amer. Math. Soc. Transl. 10 
(1962), 199-325 
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